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RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE
1.

FRA and DRPT have evaluated the DC2RVA Project through
the mechanism of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to
satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), and provide the public an opportunity to
understand and comment on the benefits and impacts of the
Project. As part of the NEPA process and documented within
Chapter 2 of the Draft EIS and the Alternatives Technical
Report (Appendix A of the Draft EIS), FRA conducted a
rigorous analysis of Project alternatives and their potential
impacts on the natural and/or built environment, including
impacts to Randolph Macon College. The Preferred
Alternative through the Ashland/Hanover area, Alternative
5A, minimizes adverse impacts on the area’s natural and built
environments; refer to DRPT-numbered statement #4 for
details.
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TIER II FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE (continued)
2.

B-432

FRA recognizes the importance of Randolph Macon College to
the Town of Ashland, the Commonwealth of Virginia, and the
College’s many students, employees, and alumnae. The
history, current status, and expansion plans of the College are
described and considered in the Draft EIS, including in Section
3.11 Community Resources and Section 3.13 Archaeological
and Aboveground Cultural and Historic Resources. The
Commonwealth’s recommendation to FRA specifically
requests that the DC2RVA Project be advanced in a manner
that avoids and/or minimizes permanent property impacts to
the College, as indicated in the Commonwealth
Transportation Board’s (CTB) Resolution for the Project on
December 6, 2017 (which is Appendix H of the Final EIS). Refer
to DRPT-numbered statements #3 and #4 for further details.
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RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE (continued)
(Response to comment 2 on previous page)
3.

The Randolph Macon College Master Plan and the Town of
Ashland Comprehensive Plan were both reviewed as a part of
the Project’s planning process. The Preferred Alternative for
Area 5, Alternative 5A, would not affect any structures on the
campus and, pursuant to the CTB resolution of December 6,
2017 (Appendix H of the Final EIS), would not require any
property acquisition from the College.

4.

DRPT acknowledges the College’s preference to avoid any and
all impacts to the College. In accordance with the September
2017 recommendation of the Town of Ashland/Hanover
County Community Advisory Committee (CAC) (Appendix G
of the Final EIS) and with the December 2017 resolutions of the
Commonwealth Transportation Board (Appendix H of the
Final EIS), Build Alternative 5A was selected as the Preferred
Alternative, as detailed in Section 4.3.5 of the Final EIS.
The Preferred Alternative maintains the existing rail
infrastructure through the Town of Ashland and Randolph
Macon College campus. Moreover, the Preferred Alternative
would not include any roadway or station modifications
within downtown Ashland. Any platform improvements at
the Ashland Station would be negotiated between the Town of
Ashland and Amtrak, separate from and with no proposed
changes under the DC2RVA Project. Similarly, there would be
no roadway improvements (including no modifications to
existing at-grade crossing treatments) between Vaughan Road
(Archie Cannon Drive) and Ashcake Road under the DC2RVA
Project, including College Avenue/Henry Clay Street
crossing, which would remain open with no proposed changes
under the DC2RVA Project.
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RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE (continued)
(Response to comment 4 on previous page)
5.

The DC2RVA Project will increase intercity passenger train
frequencies through the Town of Ashland by 9 new daily
intercity passenger round-trip trains (18 total trains per day).
Existing intercity passenger service is also expected to
continue to operate at the current level of 10 daily round trip
trains (20 total trains per day) (i.e., the No Build condition). As
a result, under the Project (i.e., the Build condition), total
intercity passenger train operations, existing and projected,
through Ashland are expected to increase to 19 daily round
trip trains (38 total), which DRPT expects would continue to
operate at the restricted speed of 35 mph set by CSXT. DRPT
has also developed a forecast of CSXT freight train growth that
estimates operations to nearly double between 2015 and 2045,
reaching approximately 40 to 55 daily freight trains in 2045,
regardless of implementation of the DC2RVA Project (i.e., the
same for both 2045 No Build and Build conditions). These
conditions are clarified in Section 4.2 of the Final EIS.
DRPT acknowledges the Town’s safety concern regarding the
frequent daily pedestrian and vehicle crossings of the rail
corridor in Ashland, and that any pedestrian crossings that
occur in locations other than at designated crossings is unsafe
and in contradiction to State law (it is a violation of Virginia
code §18.2-159) and CSXT policies on trespass. The
construction of two new grade separated roadway crossings at
Vaughan Road (Archie Cannon Drive) north of town and
Ashcake Road south of town in Alternative 5A will provide an
alternate means for vehicular passage across the railroad
corridor, allowing for a potential reduction in vehicle traffic
utilizing the at-grade crossings through town. The
Commonwealth of Virginia recognizes the current and future
need to improve railroad and roadway safety through
Ashland, independent of the DC2RVA Project, and has
committed to working with the FRA, Town of Ashland,
Randolph Macon College, CSXT, and other stakeholders on
improving crossing safety in the Town of Ashland, separate
from the DC2RVA Project, as indicated in the CTB Resolution
for the Project on December 6, 2017.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE (continued)
6.

DRPT recognizes Randolph Macon’s support of the western
bypass alternative AWB 1 (a variation of Alternative 5C
presented in the Draft EIS), also identified by the
Ashland/Hanover CAC as the least objectionable of the
western bypass alternatives. However, DRPT eliminated this
particular bypass option during the alternatives screening
phase due to its impacts to property, wetlands, and other
natural resources. Alternative 5A: Maintain Two Tracks
through Ashland was selected as the Preferred Alternative for
Area 5 (refer to Section 4.3.5 of the Final EIS for details).
The Preferred Alternative 5A provides the railroad and
roadway infrastructure required to support the railroad
operations proposed in the DC2RVA Project. As presented in
Chapter 5 of the Final EIS, Alternative 5A is expected to affect
zero historic properties in downtown Ashland, as no
additional infrastructure would be constructed within the
Town of Ashland or outside of the CSXT railroad right-of-way
through Hanover County. The exception to this includes the
construction of new highway-rail grade separations where
Vaughan Road (Archie Cannon Drive) and Ashcake Road
cross the corridor to the north and south. There are no historic
properties in the area of potential effects at the Ashcake Road
intersection. There is one historic property at the Vaughan
Road (Archie Cannon Drive) intersection: the Berkleytown
Historic District. The FRA has determined, and the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources (DHR) concurred, that the
Project will have an adverse effect and a 4(f) use of this
resource. Stipulations to mitigate the adverse effect are set
forth in the Section 106 Draft Memorandum of Agreement
(Appendix K of the Final EIS).
Where all other alternatives considered in the
Ashland/Hanover County Area would incur impacts to
historic or protected resources; NEPA requires the selection of
the “avoidance” alternative, which in this case would be
Alternative 5A (Maintain Two Tracks Through Town).
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RANDOLPH MACON COLLEGE (continued)
(Response to comment 6 on previous page)
7.

B-436

Comments noted; refer to DRPT-numbered statements #4
through #6.

RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

SIERRA CLUB
1.

Transportation priorities for the Commonwealth of Virginia
are set by the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB) and
described in Virginia’s Statewide Transportation Plan
(Vtrans2040) and the 2017 Virginia State Rail Plan. The
DC2RVA Project is listed as a priority project for the
Commonwealth.

2.

Section 4.2 of the Final EIS provides additional clarification to
existing and proposed service at Main Street Station. Main
Street Station currently serves 2 round trips (4 total daily)
intercity passenger trains. Under Build conditions of the
DC2RVA Project, the S-Line will be rebuilt, enabling all
existing and proposed new intercity passenger trains stopping
at Richmond to serve both Staples Mill Road and Main Street
Stations. As a result, Main Street Station will see a total of 18
round trips (36 total daily) intercity passenger trains, which is
an increase of 16 round trips (32 total daily) intercity passenger
trains above the current service level at Main Street Station. Of
those, the DC2RVA Project will:
 Add 9 new daily intercity passenger round trips (18 new
total trains per day)
 Also reroute 7 existing daily intercity passenger round trips
(14 existing total trips per day)
Thus, the Preferred Alternative for Area 6 - Richmond will
increase access to passenger rail services to residents and
travelers within the City’s Central Business District. The
proposed routing of all of the existing and proposed passenger
trains (excluding the Auto Train) to serve both Staples Mill
Road Station and Main Street Station via the S-Line maximizes
passenger rail service to Richmond’s downtown. The
proposed improvements to accommodate such services at
Main Street Station are consistent with the City of Richmond’s
plans for the station and surrounding area.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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SIERRA CLUB (continued)
3.

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and the
Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT)
recognize the need to improve the full railroad corridor to
achieve the full goals and benefits of the larger Southeast High
Speed Rail (SEHSR) Program and the Virginia State Rail Plan.
The DC2RVA Project proposes track improvements between
Arlington and Centralia, VA, and the Richmond to Raleigh
(R2R) Tier II EIS/ROD identifies track and other
improvements between Centralia, VA and Raleigh, NC,
through Petersburg, VA. Section 7.7 of the Final EIS, which has
been added since the Draft EIS, addresses the necessary
coordination with previous and ongoing studies and projects
that are within and/or adjacent to the DC2RVA corridor, that
are critical to Project success.

4.

DRPT acknowledges the Sierra Club’s preference for a twostation approach, which aligns with the Preferred Alternative
for Richmond: Alternative 6F: Full Service (Staples Mill Road
Station and Main Street Station). Under the Preferred
Alternative, all of the existing and proposed passenger trains
(excluding the Auto Train) serve both Staples Mill Road
Station and Main Street Station. Additionally, the provision of
a two-station alternative in Richmond allows for a distribution
of ridership, parking, and automobile traffic among the
stations.

5.

Specific sediment and erosion control measures will be
developed during final design as funds become available for
final design, permitting, and construction. DRPT will
implement comprehensive Best Management Practices (BMPs)
for sediment and erosion controls on both a temporary basis
during construction and on a long-term basis for the life of the
Project.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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SIERRA CLUB (continued)
6.

Comment noted. The decision to establish a new greenway is
a separate and distinct action from establishing high speed
passenger rail service under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA). During Project scoping, FRA and DRPT
received public comments in support of establishing a
bicycle/walking path or greenway alongside the DC2RVA
corridor. FRA and DRPT considered the addition of a
greenway, but determined such a bicycle/walking path was
not required to meet the Project’s Purpose and Need, as
providing a greenway does not support or enhance passenger
rail service, nor is it a transportation choice for corridor-level
travel. CSXT does not allow recreational use of its right-of-way
for safety reasons, and therefore any greenway or path would
require additional right-of-way to be acquired along the
corridor. This Project does not preclude further consideration
or development of such a greenway / path under a separate
project in the future.
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
1.

B-440

Chapter 7 of the Final EIS, which has been added since the
Draft EIS, provides descriptions of future steps of the Project,
including funding, prioritization of adding capacity, final
design, permitting, and construction. Complete build-out of
the corridor and full implementation of the DC2RVA
improvements (and realization of all Project benefits) is
dependent on future state and federal funding. DRPT
anticipates the DC2RVA Project would be implemented
incrementally, as funding becomes available. The funding for
the Project is anticipated to come from multiple sources,
including federal, state, and local funds, plus passenger fare
revenue recovery and private sector sources. Subsequent to
the Final EIS, DRPT is developing a Corridor Service
Development Plan that addresses likely phasing of
improvements and Project benefits, including additional train
service and improved reliability. DRPT has identified the
following priorities for adding track capacity along the 123mile DC2RVA corridor: Areas 1, 2, and 3, Arlington through
Fredericksburg; Area 6 Richmond (including improvements to
Staples Mill Road Station); Area 4 Central Virginia; and Area
5 Ashland. This does not preclude upgrading stations, or
constructing highway-rail grade separations or at-grade
crossing improvements, independently of the DC2RVA
Project, should federal, state, local, or other funding become
available.

RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
(continued)
2.

Comment noted. Additional measures to minimize and
mitigate potential adverse effects will be developed during
final design, after incremental improvements are scheduled
and funding is secured.

3.

In accordance with the September 2017 recommendation of the
Town of Ashland/Hanover County Community Advisory
Committee (CAC) and with the December 2017 resolutions of
the Commonwealth Transportation Board (CTB), Alternative
5A was selected as the Commonwealth’s Preferred
Alternative, which maintains the existing rail infrastructure
through the Town of Ashland and the Randolph Macon
College campus. Preferred Alternative 5A provides the
railroad and roadway infrastructure required to support the
railroad operations proposed in the DC2RVA Project, and no
other alternatives/improvements in the Ashland area are
recommended as part of the Preferred Alternative.
A station stop would remain in Ashland under the Preferred
Alternative. However, platform improvements at the Ashland
Station would be negotiated between the Town of Ashland
and Amtrak, separate from and with no proposed changes
under the DC2RVA Project. Similarly, there would be no
roadway improvements (including no modifications to
existing at-grade crossing treatments) between Vaughan Road
and Ashcake Road under the DC2RVA Project, including
College Avenue/Henry Clay Street, which would remain
open with no proposed changes under the DC2RVA Project.
FRA and DRPT anticipate that train speeds within the Town
of Ashland, which are set by CSXT under their operating rules,
would remain restricted for safety (currently, 35 mph) due to
the number of at-grade vehicle and pedestrian crossings
within the Town. The frequency of intercity passenger train
service to the Ashland Station would be further determined
during development of the Corridor Service Development
Plan following the Final EIS and Record of Decision (ROD);
refer to Section 7.3 of the Final EIS for details.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
(continued)
4.

DRPT acknowledges SELC’s preference for a two-station
approach, which aligns with the Preferred Alternative for
Richmond: Build Alternative 6F: Full Service (Staples Mill
Road Station and Main Street Station). The Preferred
Alternative routes all of the existing and proposed passenger
trains (excluding the Auto Train) to serve both Staples Mill
Road Station and Main Street Station, thereby maximizing
passenger rail service to Richmond’s downtown and existing
Staples Mill area.

5.

DRPT confirms that the mis-identified train movements are
corrected in the Final EIS. All north-south intercity passenger
service on the corridor, with the exception of Amtrak’s Auto
Train, would be routed through Main Street Station under the
Preferred Alternative.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
(continued)
6.

As part of the Preferred Alternative in Richmond (Alternative 6F,
as described in DRPT-numbered statement #4 above), all northsouth intercity passenger service on the corridor, with the exception
of Amtrak’s Auto Train, would be routed through Main Street
Station. The Auto Train would bypass Main Street Station on the ALine, as it does not stop in Richmond and does not fit through the
historic Triple Crossing rail structure immediately south of Main
Street Station. Operating some intercity passenger trains on the ALine (as suggested within the comment) would prevent them from
stopping at Main Street Station, and would be inconsistent with the
Preferred Alternative.
DRPT performed detailed operations analysis of the railroad
network through the Richmond section of the DC2RVA corridor,
which supported the advancement of the alternatives shifting
passenger service to the S-Line through Richmond. Chapter 2.6 and
Appendix I (Operations Modeling) of the Draft EIS provide
additional information on the operations modeling process in
regard to routing operations in and around Richmond. The
forecasted growth in freight traffic through the corridor in the No
Build Alternative and all considered Build Alternatives
demonstrated increased demand for freight capacity on the A-Line
west of downtown Richmond; however, there is limited ability to
increase capacity on the A-Line due to its constrained alignment in
the median of I-195 and across the James River. Through physical
survey and continued operations analysis, DRPT determined that
the S-Line can accommodate the construction of additional capacity
to support the reroute of existing and expansion of intercity
passenger rail service proposed in the DC2RVA Project. DRPT
believes that the A-Line does offer much needed redundancy
in the Richmond area’s passenger and freight rail network
should unforeseen occurrences inhibit the movement of trains
via the S-line. The infrastructure improvements proposed by
the DC2RVA Project do not preclude use of the A-Line by
passenger trains in the event of unforeseen occurrences that
would prevent the use of the S-Line for passenger service, or if
desired by Amtrak under its statutory authority. Refined
operations analysis as part of the Final EIS looked at the ability
of the corridor as a whole to meet the Project’s Purpose and
Need; refer to Final EIS Section 3.2 and its Appendix F.
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
(continued)
(Response to comment 6 on previous page)
7. The FRA and DRPT fully understand the sensitivity and
significance of the Shockoe Bottom area, and in particular the area
slated for the Memorial Park. DRPT reviewed prior studies that
recorded and evaluated archaeological and architectural properties
in this area, which have been ongoing since 2006. Resources in
Shockoe Bottom, including the proposed Memorial Park area, are
discussed in Chapters 3, 5, and 6 of the Final EIS and within several
reports in its Appendix D (cultural resource technical reports).
Throughout the studies and agency/public consultation, the
historic places in this area have been taken into consideration,
including Lumpkins Jail/Devil’s Half Acre and the Burial Ground,
among others. The Preferred Alternative does not impact the
known boundaries of these sites. At the request of several
consulting parties, Lumpkins Jail site was added to the list of
historic properties. The DHR determined that the Project will have
no adverse effect on the site as no impacts will occur as part of the
Project. A commitment to create a historic context on the Shockoe
Bottom area and the slave trade is included in the Section 106 Draft
Memorandum of Agreement (Appendix K of the Final EIS).
Alternative 6F (Full Service Staples Mill Road/Main Street Station)
was selected as the Preferred Alternative in Area 6 through
Richmond. Through review and investigation of historic records,
consultation with consulting parties and other groups with a vested
knowledge of this area, and in comments received from the public
and SELC, DRPT has reduced the facilities proposed for
construction at Main Street Station to the minimum infrastructure
necessary to deliver the service proposed in the DC2RVA Project,
including: a reduction in the design length of the platforms on the
east and west sides of the station to remain south of East Broad
Street and to the minimum width feasible to support the forecasted
level of ridership and services provided at the station, and the
removal of the proposed parking deck. The provision of a twostation alternative in Richmond allows for a distribution of
ridership, parking, and automobile traffic among the two stations.
Therefore, the Preferred Alternative minimizes the infrastructure
required and potential impacts associated with Main Street Station
and nearby historic properties.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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SOUTHERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER (SELC)
(continued)
8. FRA and DRPT are committed to continue working with CSXT
to improve intercity passenger rail service in the DC2RVA
corridor, and have a long and successful history of cooperating
with CSXT to improve passenger, commuter, and freight rail
service in the Commonwealth. FRA and DRPT also recognize
that CSXT owns and operates the DC2RVA rail corridor, and
has a responsibility to its shareholders and customers to
provide efficient freight rail service. Timely passenger train
movements through the CSXT Richmond Terminal operations
at Acca Yard are an existing issue, and a separate project is
currently underway to allow through movements of trains
onto the A-Line while reducing interference from yard
operations. The Preferred Alternative for the Richmond area,
Alternative 6F, also includes provisions for passenger trains to
bypass Acca Yard to the east while moving between Staples
Mill Road Station and Main Street Station, thereby reducing
future conflicts.
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PRESERVATION VIRGINIA
1. The FRA and DRPT fully understand the sensitivity and
significance of the Shockoe Bottom area, and in particular the
area slated for the Memorial Park. DRPT reviewed prior
studies that recorded and evaluated archaeological and
architectural properties in this area, which have been ongoing
since 2006. Resources in Shockoe Bottom including the
proposed Memorial Park area are discussed in Chapters 3, 5,
and 6 of the Final EIS and within several reports in Appendix
D (cultural resource technical reports). Throughout the studies
and agency and public consultation, the historic places located
in this area have been taken into consideration during Project
planning. This includes Lumpkins Jail/Devil’s Half Acre and
the Burial Ground, among others. The Project, as currently
designed, does not impact the known boundaries of these
sites. At the request of several consulting parties, the
Lumpkins Jail site was added to the list of historic properties.
The DHR concurred that the Project will have no adverse effect
on the site as no impacts will occur as part of the Project.
However, a commitment to create a historic context on the
Shockoe Bottom area and the slave trade is included in the
Section 106 Draft Memorandum of Agreement (Appendix K of
the Final EIS). Alternative 6F (Full Service Staples Mill
Road/Main Street Station) was selected as the Preferred
Alternative in Area 6 through Richmond. Through review and
investigation of historic records, consultation with Project
consulting parties and individuals with a vested knowledge in
this area, and in comments received from the public and
Preservation Virginia, DRPT has reduced the facilities
proposed for construction at Main Street Station to the
minimum infrastructure necessary to deliver the service
proposed in the DC2RVA Project. This includes a reduction in
the length of the platforms on the east and west sides of the
station to remain south of East Broad Street and to the
minimum width feasible to support the forecasted level of
ridership and services provided at the station, and the removal
of the proposed parking deck. The provision of a two-station
alternative in Richmond allows for a distribution of ridership,
parking, and automobile traffic among the two stations.
Therefore, this minimizes the infrastructure required and
potential impacts associated with Main Street Station.
(Responses are continued on next page)
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PRESERVATION VIRGINIA (continued)
2.

The DC2RVA limits of disturbance have been the subject of a
Phase IA archaeological reconnaissance and predictive model
and a Phase IB survey, which included noting previously
recorded sites and recording new resources in any areas where
ground-disturbing activities may occur. DRPT is fully
committed to conducting full archaeological studies on any
area where disturbance cannot be avoided. Refer to DRPTnumbered statement #4 for additional response regarding the
Area of Potential Effects.

3.

The Shockoe Valley and Tobacco Row Historic District is listed
in the NRHP. Refer to Chapters 3, 5, and 6 of the Final EIS for
additional data on this resource. As FRA has determined, and
DHR has concurred, that the Project will have an adverse effect
on the district, the resource is also discussed in the Section 106
Draft Memorandum of Agreement (Appendix K of the Final
EIS) to outline mitigations to resolve adverse effects. Regarding
a possible archaeological district associated with enslaved
individuals as a future study, should the City elect to pursue
such a district, Chapter 3 presents a narrative on this area and
includes concepts for future study including a potential district.

4.

DRPT and FRA focused on minimizing the infrastructure
required and the limits of proposed disturbance in this area in
order to avoid subsurface impacts to the extent practicable.
DRPT is fully committed to conducting full archaeological
studies on any significant site where disturbance cannot be
avoided per Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966. DRPT has conversed extensively with the DHR
regarding archaeological study outside of the limits of
disturbance, and the DHR has concluded that preservation in
place is the priority, as archaeology can be a destructive
science. As such, no excavations have occurred outside of the
Project limits of disturbance. For any site located within the
limits of disturbance where avoidance is not possible, FRA has
determined that the Project will have an adverse effect on
these resources. The Section 106 Draft Memorandum of
Agreement (Appendix K of the Final EIS) outlines the steps
that will be taken to mitigate the adverse effects on these
resources.

(Responses are continued on next page)
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PRESERVATION VIRGINIA (continued)
5.

B-448

Discussion of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts to
surviving resources at Main Street Station and Shockoe Bottom
were addressed in the Draft EIS. However, FRA and DRPT
have included additional information in the Chapter 3 of the
Final EIS which helps the reader understand the historical
context and the studies performed to date in the Shockoe
Bottom area.

RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

PRESERVATION VIRGINIA (continued)
6.

FRA and DRPT are committed to avoiding and minimizing
impacts to historic properties—both above and below
ground—throughout the DC2RVA study process.
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HAMPTON ROADS CHAMBER
1.

The DC2RVA Project proposes to accommodate efficient
movement of rail freight traffic in the DC2RVA Corridor. The
Project’s stated Purpose is to increase railroad capacity
between Washington, D.C. and Richmond, VA, not only to
deliver improved passenger rail service, but also to support
the planned expansion of Virginia Railway Express (VRE)
commuter rail service and accommodate the forecasted
growth of freight rail service by developing an efficient and
reliable multimodal rail corridor. Improvements to freight rail
operations in the corridor would also encourage economic
development by increasing freight traffic through Virginia’s
ports, and present an opportunity for greater diversion of
freight transport from congested highways to rail.

2.

The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT)
recognizes that the Port of Virginia is a major source of
economic growth for the Commonwealth. Over the next 20
years, containerized cargo volume coming into the United
States is expected to triple, far surpassing the capacity of
existing United States ports. Much of this containerized cargo
would be transported by rail, including freight trains along the
DC2RVA corridor.

(Response to comment 3 on next page)
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HAMPTON ROADS CHAMBER (continued)
3.

DRPT conducted preliminary operations simulation modeling
to estimate rail performance in the corridor, including impacts
to freight rail. The preliminary operations simulation
modeling has focused on verifying that the DC2RVA Project’s
proposed rail capacity improvements would meet the
DC2RVA Project’s Purpose and Need, and specifically would
meet intercity passenger train and freight service performance
goals established in the Passenger Rail Investment and
Improvement Act (PRIIA).
The operations simulation modeling incorporated increases in
freight train frequencies projected through the year 2045. To
determine projected freight train growth for the operations
simulations, DRPT used CSXT input derived from the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF) to forecast how rail freight traffic in the corridor would
increase and change through the year 2045. While CSXT’s
actual freight growth may be greater or less than the projected
growth rates based on market demands, both DRPT and the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) concluded that the
FAF provided a reasonable basis for estimating future freight
movement.
Refer to Section 3.2 of the Final EIS and its Appendix F for
details of the operations modeling process.
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VIRGINIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
1.

The DC2RVA Project proposes to accommodate efficient
movement of rail freight traffic in the DC2RVA Corridor. The
Project’s stated Purpose is to increase railroad capacity in the
123-mile corridor between Washington, D.C. and Richmond,
VA, not only to deliver improved passenger rail service, but
also to support the planned expansion of Virginia Railway
Express (VRE) commuter rail service and accommodate the
forecasted growth of freight rail service by developing an
efficient and reliable multimodal rail corridor. Improvements
to freight rail operations in the corridor would also encourage
economic development by increasing freight traffic through
Virginia’s ports, and present an opportunity for greater
diversion of freight transport from congested highways to rail.

2.

The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT)
conducted preliminary operations simulation modeling to
estimate rail performance in the corridor, including impacts to
freight rail. The preliminary operations simulation modeling
has focused on verifying that the DC2RVA Project’s proposed
rail capacity improvements would meet the DC2RVA Project’s
Purpose and Need, and specifically would meet intercity
passenger train and freight service performance goals
established in the Passenger Rail Investment and
Improvement Act (PRIIA).
The operations simulation modeling incorporated increases in
freight train frequencies projected through the year 2045. To
determine projected freight train growth for the operations
simulations, DRPT used CSXT input derived from the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF) to forecast how rail freight traffic in the corridor would
increase and change through the year 2045. While CSXT’s
actual freight growth may be greater or less than the projected
growth rates based on market demands, both DRPT and the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) concluded that the
FAF provided a reasonable basis for estimating future freight
movement.
Refer to Section 3.2 of the Final EIS and its Appendix F for
details of the operations modeling process.
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RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

VIRGINIA MARITIME ASSOCIATION
1.

The DC2RVA Project proposes to accommodate efficient
movement of rail freight traffic in the DC2RVA Corridor. The
Project’s stated Purpose is to increase railroad capacity in the
123-mile corridor between Washington, D.C. and Richmond,
VA, not only to deliver improved passenger rail service, but
also to support the planned expansion of Virginia Railway
Express (VRE) commuter rail service and accommodate the
forecasted growth of freight rail service by developing an
efficient and reliable multimodal rail corridor. Improvements
to freight rail operations in the corridor would also encourage
economic development by increasing freight traffic through
Virginia’s ports, and present an opportunity for greater
diversion of freight transport from congested highways to rail.
The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT)
conducted preliminary operations simulation modeling to
estimate rail performance in the corridor, including impacts to
freight rail. The preliminary operations simulation modeling
has focused on verifying that the DC2RVA Project’s proposed
rail capacity improvements would meet the DC2RVA Project’s
Purpose and Need, and specifically would meet intercity
passenger train and freight service performance goals
established in the Passenger Rail Investment and
Improvement Act (PRIIA).
The operations simulation modeling incorporated increases in
freight train frequencies projected through the year 2045. To
determine projected freight train growth for the operations
simulations, DRPT used CSXT input derived from the U.S.
Department of Transportation’s Freight Analysis Framework
(FAF) to forecast how rail freight traffic in the corridor would
increase and change through the year 2045. While CSXT’s
actual freight growth may be greater or less than the projected
growth rates based on market demands, both DRPT and the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) concluded that the
FAF provided a reasonable basis for estimating future freight
movement.
Refer to Section 3.2 of the Final EIS and its Appendix F for
details of the operations modeling process.
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VIRGINIANS FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL
(No comments on this page)
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RESPONSES TO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS / GROUPS COMMENTS

VIRGINIANS FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL (continued)
1.

Comment noted. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) recommendations for the Arlington, Northern Virginia,
Fredericksburg, and Central Virginia portions of the Project
corridor were selected as the Preferred Alternative in the Final
EIS.

2.

The Town of Ashland/Hanover County Community
Advisory Committee (CAC) considered a three-track trench
through Ashland and identified this option as the “least
objectionable” below-ground alternative. However, the Town
of Ashland did not support the trench due to potential impacts
to local businesses and the community during construction
and impacts to the character of the Town after the trench is
placed in operation.
Subsequently, in accordance with the September 2017
recommendation of the CAC (Appendix G of the Final EIS)
and with the December 2017 resolution of the Commonwealth
Transportation Board (CTB) (Appendix H of the Final EIS),
Alternative 5A (the “3-2-3” option) was selected as the
Preferred Alternative, which maintains the existing rail
infrastructure through the Town of Ashland.

3.

The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) and DRPT, as
discussed in Section 4.3.5 of the Final EIS, concluded that
Alternative 5A (the “3-2-3” option) provides the railroad and
roadway infrastructure required to support the railroad
operations proposed in the DC2RVA Project. As presented in
Chapter 5 of the Final EIS, Alternative 5A is expected to affect
zero historic properties, as no additional infrastructure would
be constructed within the Town of Ashland or outside of the
CSXT railroad right-of-way through Hanover County, with
the exception of two new highway-rail grade separations
where Vaughan Road (Archie Cannon Drive) and Ashcake
Road cross the corridor. Whereas all other alternatives
considered in the Ashland/Hanover County Area would
incur impacts to historic or protected resources; NEPA
requires the selection of the “avoidance” alternative, which in
this case would be Alternative 5A (Maintain Two Tracks
Through Town).

(Responses are continued on next page)
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VIRGINIANS FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL (continued)
4 and 5. DRPT Performed detailed operations analysis of the
railroad network through the Richmond section of the
DC2RVA Corridor, which supported the advancement of the
alternatives shifting passenger service to the S-Line through
Richmond. The forecasted growth in freight traffic through the
corridor in the No Build Alternative and all considered Build
Alternatives as evaluated in the Draft EIS demonstrated
increased demand for freight capacity on the A-Line west of
downtown Richmond; however, there is limited ability to
increase capacity on the A-Line due to its constrained
alignment in the median of I-195 and across the James River.
Through physical survey and continued operations analysis,
DRPT determined that the S-Line can accommodate the
construction of additional capacity to support the reroute of
existing and expansion of intercity passenger rail service
proposed in the DC2RVA Project. Chapter 2.6 and Appendix I
(Operations Modeling) of the Draft EIS provide additional
information on the operations modeling process with regard
to routing in and around Richmond. Section 3.2 of the Final
EIS and its Appendix F provides details of refined operations
modeling that has occurred since the publication of the Draft
EIS.
DRPT agrees with Virginians for High Speed Rail in its
assertion that the CSXT A-Line offers much needed
redundancy in the Richmond area’s passenger and freight rail
network should unforeseen occurrences inhibit the movement
of trains via the S-line. The infrastructure improvements
included in the Preferred Alternative (6F: Full Service) do not
preclude use of the A-Line by passenger trains in the event of
unforeseen occurrences that would prevent the use of the SLine for passenger service, or if desired by Amtrak under its
statutory authority. Under the Preferred Alternative, Amtrak’s
Auto Train would continue to use the A-Line.
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VIRGINIANS FOR HIGH SPEED RAIL (continued)
(Response to comment 5 on previous page)
6.

Build-out of the proposed DC2RVA improvements and full
implementation of proposed intercity passenger service is
dependent on future state and federal funding, as described in
Chapter 7 of the Final EIS (which has been added since the
Draft EIS) to present information on future steps of the Project.
Operating agreements for train slots on the CSXT-owned ALine and S-Line, and along the entire DC2RVA corridor for
planned future intercity passenger trains, would be the subject
of future negotiations between CSXT, the Commonwealth of
Virginia, and Amtrak, after the Project has final approvals and
funding is available to support incremental final design and
construction. DRPT recognizes Amtrak’s statutory authority
to operate over any route desired, subject to the jurisdiction of
the Surface Transportation Board (STB); however, FRA and
DRPT have defined the Preferred Alternative for the DC2RVA
Project to provide the most feasible opportunity to construct,
deliver, and sustain intercity passenger and freight train
operations for the foreseeable future.

7.

DRPT agrees that an incorrect summary of Build Alternative
6F with regard to service at Main Street Station was provided
in the “Recommended Preferred Alternative” section of the
Draft EIS Executive Summary (the full detailed descriptions
provided in Chapters 2 and 7 of the Draft EIS were correct).
The Draft EIS Executive Summary text has been corrected;
refer to the errata table for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A
of the Final EIS. Additionally, DRPT has ensured that all
descriptions of Alternative 6F are correct in the Final EIS.
The Build Alternative 6F and Build Alternative 6G rows in
Draft EIS Table 2.6-2 were inadvertently switched; the data
showing for Build Alternative 6F in the table is appropriate
and accurate for Build Alternative 6G, and vice versa. This
correction has been made in the Final EIS; refer to the errata
table for the Draft EIS, which is Appendix A of the Final EIS.

(Response to comment 8 on next page)
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8.

B-458

Complete build-out of the corridor and full implementation of
the DC2RVA improvements (and realization of all Project
benefits) is dependent on future funding. DRPT anticipates the
DC2RVA Project would be implemented incrementally, as
funding becomes available. The funding for the Project is
anticipated to come from multiple sources, including federal,
state, and local funds, plus passenger fare revenue recovery
and private sector sources. Subsequent to the Final EIS, DRPT
is developing a Corridor Service Development Plan (refer to
Section 7.3 of the Final EIS for details) that addresses likely
phasing of improvements and Project benefits, including
additional train service and improved reliability. This would
not preclude upgrading stations, or constructing highway-rail
grade separations or at-grade crossing improvements,
independently of the DC2RVA Project, should federal, state,
local, or other funding become available.

